Meeting 013: 22-Dec-2021
— Page 121 to Page 133 —
UK session

Attendees: LE, RD, MF, AS, GM, JL, JS, PS, RB, BD, XJ
LE: Found myself getting emotional reading it. Reveals more each time and hit me quite for‐
cibly. I had for some time thought about this book …. Am I going to understand it? Forcing
me to look at myself. Confirms what Krishnamurthy and Bohm and Rodney Collin wrote
about – no time exists other than what is in the chapter. Opens up the possibility of stepping
out of time. Recommend on YouTube.
RB: Important to understand some of the words.

LE: Have a list of some of them and don’t understand some of them. You know when you know
something but don’t know how you know it … listening to Krishnamurthy and Bohm – no such
thing as time – proved and proved in this chapter. Ramification is huge. Why we are aging so
quickly. In life is real – can change the tension of the clock – clearly states and think that is
what he is saying in this chapter. Why we aren’t living to the age of wisdom – at 40 or 50
running out of time.

RB: G said to somebody that he met someone who was 300 years old and said the body will do
500 years. Primary issue occurs after age of 21. Prior to that resilient then goes into decline.
Governor on spring that allows it to unwind more slowly. Destroyed by emotions. Law of three
– need to be scientific – H24 emotions and H96 upkeep of the body. H24 will consume H96
if you allow it and it does. Mostly can recognise their favourite negative emotion – lines on their
face.
RB: Krentonalnian? Russian word, talking about listing – motion going on between pull on one
hand law of falling and on the other law of catching up. Not about planets, about us. 389 –
ratio of distance between Earth to Moon and Earth to Sun. Prime number. Something con‐
textual about man and our distance from the Moon and Sun.
Samos and Selos. Samos is ‘I’ in Russian.
LE: I and It?

PS: Two suns?

RB: In me … Head and Heart/Solar Plexus. Think that is involved.
RB: Krentonalnian – lurching – what we do.

RB: Cosmic units – not a term we are used to. Can swap living thing for cosmic unit.

RB: Laws of World Creation and World Maintenance. To perfect your kesdjan body – would
be world creation – a new world that wasn’t properly formed, you would have created. If you
took a partly formed soul and perfected, would also be world creation. What we do every day
with our body is world maintenance. Algamatant, Looisos, Sakaki – that is what they do. If
you didn’t understand that the most significant thing your body does is digestion…

RB: Putting all notes/contributions into the web site in time. There will also be a forum – can
put other comments in there if not thought to be worthy of the notes. Will create a resource
that came from over 30 people. Will take a while. Lots of material and takes a lot of time. Put
up the first book in text, broken into pages that almost correspond with the book. Set of audio
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of neologisms to add, so can get an idea of how each word is pronounced. Also Paula’s reading
will be there if you want to listen to it read. Form for contributions also. Will demo next meet‐
ing or one after.
Hypochondriac?

https://www.etymonline.com/word/hypochondria?ref=etymonline_crossreference
RB: Melancholia – related to the liver.

GM: Lack of regular functioning causes the tension. They are very heavy.

GM: Objective Science – capitalization. Could we go through the book and look at that?

RB: Objective Science seminars – ISOM and from The Tales. Differences. What he told his
Moscow groups what they need to know. In this book, explaining how the world works.
Doesn’t talk about Time in ISOM and does here.
Time in itself does not exist …

RB: Human conception of time as an ordering of events, exists as a set of totality of results …
know this from physics – if you have a set of events occurring on Earth and same events in the
orbit of planet Earth, will happen in different time. Thought to be gravitational, but G says not.
Our memory orders events – he is saying Time isn’t that.
GM: Sitting – splitting my attention – time relative externally, but not in the inner level, so don’t
have a sense of time in inner world. Relational to external. Time to me is very non-existent …

RB: We are forced to compromise … will agree that something took a certain amount of time
if we were both there and know the start and end time. Reality may have been that you were in
a relatively higher state during that time, so your inner perception might be that it lasted 8 days
and it may have been only 8 mins to me. All of us have experience higher states and know that
everything is going incredibly slowly. Seems like you were cheated, but didn’t do anything other
than experience it. This chapter fits into a slot that isn’t completed until you read Purgatory.
The issue the Absolute had that led to the creation of the Universe was the Heropass – what we
would think of as time – not the ordering of events, the time that is imposed on us – may be
that one of us lives to 90 and the other 75, reality is that as human beings if we managed
ourselves well, condemned to a lifetime that is limited.
GM: How does his accident come into this?

RB: Let’s not complicate this - later. There is a limit that is measured in breath and is determ‐
ined buy things coming from outside : food, breath, impressions. May be able to do things in
order to make elapsed time in terms of planets longer and can also mess with it so it is longer,
but only mechanical. We cannot avoid that we will die. That is the battle that the Absolute was
having with the Heropass. In order to create a Universe to stop the Heropass … ejected and
everything outside was subject to the Heropass. All have a lifetime and the Heropass is what
creates a lifetime. The Absolute doesn’t have a lifetime. That becomes clear after Purgatory, but
need to know that now. Trogoautoegocrat needs to have things presented for feeding … Fulas‐
nitamnian principle – would normally have perfected kesdjan body … reaching completion.
GM: P124 … like Divine-Live … trying to put together

RB: Heropass is in us. Flowed into us at our creation and will flow out at our destruction and
determines our life. Not part of any fractioning. Will get to discuss Okidanokh (maker of
awareness). Universe is created according to scheme whereby awareness of the Absolute is frag‐
mented – breaths it into the Universe “Theomertmalogos” – enters into it, in a bacteria, virus.
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Fractioning of the Absolute and the case for awareness of everything alive.
GM: How connected to Egokoolnatsnarnian-sensation?

RB: In direct contact with The Absolute creates a certain sensation of time and taken as the
basis of elapsed time. Subjective – ego. If I’m a galaxy and perceive the Absolute, will be a unit
of time for galaxy – ego = subjective.
RB: We are the creation of the Heropass as well as of the Absolute. Very close to Zoroastrian‐
ism. Regarded the Universe as a struggle between 2 forces: Mazda and Ahriman?
Do beings in the water have same evolutionary possibility?

RB: In some parts of the Tales G declares there are Polormedktian beings – have the full en‐
neagram – have 3 brains at their level. Beings at various levels have possibility of evolution.
Question of being eaten – possibility of being eaten by Archangels. Goal and in order to do
that have to develop a soul. Aren’t going to turn up on Sun Absolute and shake hands with God,
but might be a particle of something that can do that.
MF: Aboriginals don’t have this system of Time counting – Moon and Sun. Do counting by
other astronomical events. Mutant Message Downunder. Celebrate when people reach a step
to wisdom, but not birthdays. More independent from Heropass?
RB: Different model and difficult to put in their position. Possible that they have a freedom we
don’t have. Told there are tribes in N Africa that doesn’t have numbers greater than 9. Couldn’t
look at 12 of anything – just a lot. Indication of an issue that arises due to language and can
have a different perception of time.
RD: 3D Time and omnipresent? As described by Rodney Collin.

RB: What do you mean 3D time? Repetition and recurrence? We are in 3D time. The problem
of conception of 3D time is that it is nested. You have cells in your body – in 8 months all of
them have changed and you will still look like the same person. They have gone through recur‐
rences. Red blood cell – don’t think it lasts beyond a day. From when blood first flowed in you
until your death. They are going through all 3 dimensions while you are going through one
dimension, because of the nature of scale. Makes it difficult to envisage – talking about eternity,
but it never got any bigger than your body. Eternity at that scale is a human lifetime of 80 years
– at that scale is eternity. Same at the level of the planets. Our 3D time is a fractioning of the
life of the planet.
LE: 4668 years?

RB: 12 times 389 – Hassein’s life.

RB: Objective Science: truth laid down by a mind much higher than ours and G relaying and
our job is to understand and verify our understanding. Not a question of right or wrong – just
take as read and try to articulate and prove whether it is true or false. An act of faith.

J: p123 – taking Ouspenskian reading of fraction – distance between deflections. P124 – Di‐
vine-Live – what is involved in the Autoegocrat. Envisioned a tetrad at the top – H1 and below
that before emanation of Theomertmalogos – law of 3, came from Endlessness: Heropass, Eth‐
erokrilno, Divine-Love (reconciling) – get blended into fractioning of cosmos.

RB: Good to try to get a grip on that area. My efforts have served me well. Question that arises
is what exactly is The Absolute? You have articulated as H1. Does the Absolute define
everything, or anything it is external to. To complicate the issue, does number precede the Ab‐
solute, or come after? Good to ask similar questions – optimistic to expect to get answers.
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Universe created on what substrate? What exists before the act of creation? If a Universe exis‐
ted before the act of creation, did that have a substrate and what was its number system? Ab‐
solute has awareness. Is there anything that doesn’t have an awareness?

J: Hoping (this group) to flesh out what G is telling us. Seems that whatever needed to happen
was a one-time shot. Not a multi-verse vision. One-time effort and eternal – will continue until
Endlessness decides to stop.
RB: Idea of holding the dove. Hold it too tight will kill it, too loose will fly away. Any assertion
that any particular theory is absolutely true will kill the dove. Not within our ability to know
the Truth Absolute. If we hold it too loosely and start associating with a theory that doesn’t
belong – opening hands and letting dove fly away. Attempting to get close to the resonant
frequency of the truth and if we get close the truth will come down and speak to us. Not going
to get their by assertions and logic. Will get there by being. Engaging with those concepts is
valuable, as long as you don’t kill the dove.

US Session

Attendees: SW, ATe, BP, ATa, JOD, RJ, SF, JK, AL, JT, FB, DJ, MP, JA, Linda

SF: Time has always been a difficult thing for me to understand – Einstein’s relativity – never
understood it. This text is about inner work. My concept of time or what I even think it is –
importance I accorded it – as topsy-turvy as anything else in my perception. Relative durations
depending on where you sit in the cosmic octave. Subjective trick that makes us all experience
differently … Seems to be saying that if I had a kesdjan body my notion of time would be en‐
tirely different and would have reference to my place in the cosmos. No idea what to do with
Egokoolnatsnarnian.
RB: No need to try to understand Einstein – wrong – deflected the whole of physics for about
100 years. Irrespective of relativity garbage, wouldn’t align with the view that the Work has of
time. Various discussions with Ouspensky – viewing as a 3D phenomenon.

AT: My understanding of Time. Example – personal experience. On a boat, looking out at the
horizon and moving at 10mph and can see the water passing as I go. If I start to move my head
closer to the water, appears to be moving faster and if it is within a millimetre, will appear to be
at speed of light. So closer I am seems to take less time to get from point A to point B. Rip
Van Winkle – fell asleep and woke 30 years later … didn’t take in any impressions. Time sub‐
jective – perception.

SJ: Eludes me – as soon as I think I have one section straight, another not … p124: “Time alone,
or, as it is sometimes called, the ‘Heropass,’ has no source from which its arising should depend,
but like ‘Divine-Love’ flows always, as I have already told you, independently by itself, and
blends proportionately with all the phenomena present in the given place and in the given
arisings of our Great Universe.”
How to turn into an allegory?

RB: This is the Objective Science thread. Not mentioned prior to this chapter – this is the
beginning of it. Can’t really understand until you have also been through Purgatory. Separating
the word “time” from the ordering of events. There is an ordering of events in the life of any
being – that is not what Time is – it is the Heropass. The Heropass blends with the life of
individuals. Sophisticated idea and will possibly take more than this meeting … Introduce now
that the creation of the Universe according to G took place in order to expel time from the Sun
Absolute. Assuming that occurred and the effort was successful, there is no Time on Sun Ab‐
solute – events, no Time. Also says Heropass was ejected from Sun Absolute, but pervades the
rest of the Universe and participates in the rest of all cosmic units. Heropass enters in at the
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creation of a cosmic unit. Difference is that everything outside of Sun Absolute has a lifetime.
All lifetimes are the same – experience of time the same – series of events that occur and Hero‐
pass that confers that. Not certain what the Egokoolnatsnarnian sensation is. Has the word
ego in it – implies subjectivity – don’t know what to do with that.
Everything except for the Heropass is a fractioning of the Absolute. Take a life form – has an
element of the Absolute in it which has to do with awareness. Not explained until next couple
of chapters. Do of the Ray of Creation creating a fragmentation and it is projected into the
Universe from the Sun Absolute. To make it even more complicated and difficult to under‐
stand, as far as we are aware, there isn’t anything outside the Sun Absolute!
AT: Looking forward to Purgatory and other chapters. Merciless Heropass and is the unique
subjective. Zoroastrianism has equivalent of Heropass. Duration of man’s life have pondered
Fulasnitamnian principle and the need to adjust.

RB: If anyone wanted to compare with another area – would be Zoroastrianism. Relationship
between Mazda and Ahriman seems similar. No other tradition that has relationship between
two things that are at odds and struggling with each other.

RB: Cross-currents – need to be separated out – normal time measured by clocks and watches
and has validity only in the area where something is happening. Not wrong – known that the
duration of events varies depending on locations – Einstein – caused by gravity. Need to com‐
pensate for GPS system and the Einstein formula doesn’t work (I was told). Ordering of events
and speed and that is one way of discussing the idea of time and another way involves states. If
we are present, self-remembering, time goes slower – a different time is being experienced.
Subjective part of time – in Fulasnitamnian and Itoklanoz – Fulasnitamnian is about reaching
completeness – achieve body kesdjan in your lifetime and if you did wouldn’t die with the phys‐
ical body. Spending 1000 years living 80 years, because in a higher state. G said he met
someone who lived 300 years and that possible to live for 500 years.
1)

To do with events 2) to do with state 3) Heropass

SJ: Fractions?

RB: Talking about the fractal nature of things. Work theory is that the Universe unrolls in a
fractal manner, according to the law of seven. It is mathematical and could use different math.
The world is fractal/fractions and goes down in octaves, smaller and smaller. The nature of the
fractioning – 7s – down I think 8 levels.
AT: Simple example of fractioning – cards that you flip to make man appear to run – can only
happen with fractions.

SF: Time and presence. Confusing – more present time slows down – inverse of more things
happening in a unit of time, taking in more impressions – more experiences in a given unit.
When he talks of time slowing for hypochondriacs … when I have been sick, seems like time
slows down. Hypochondria – means ribs and refers to organs below false ribs – related to mel‐
ancholy.
RB: Being used philologically – associated with melancholy. Phenomenally tediously – in rela‐
tion to phenomena, flows tediously. Inverse of what we are talking about. If your attention
comes to rest in the moving centre, things go a lot slower, but not moving body any faster – to
do with attention. Might be able to organize your body to protect it.
AT: when speed goes up, space contracts. When you consider Time, you have to take space into
consideration.
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RJ: G relates Time to the space ou are in. Higher state have 389 time more impressions. More
aware.
AT: More impressions you take in, more factions you are observing.
RB: Attention is seeing things it didn’t see before.

AT: and therefore greater perception of space. Can’t understand time without speed and rela‐
tionship to space. Heropass – if constantly increasing, conception of space will decrease. If
Endlessness creates greater space, Heropass will slow down.
RB: Heropass owes its existence to nothing

SF: Heropass. Strange word to use for time.

RB: Hero – Greek word. Don’t know of another origin. Demi-God. Pass can only be from the
word ‘pass’. Either refers to passage of something from one place to another, or a route from
one place to another.
SJ: Divine Love – does he talk about it anywhere else?
BP: On p370 mentions another time.

RB: Problem with the word “love”. Greeks had 7 words for Love. Shows an issue. When we
take a word like “love” and apply “divine” – not easy to compare with any other kind of love.
Concept of Divine Love flowing.
BP: Judy suggested it is Theomertmalogos.

RB: Not sure. Problem is it implies a word and it could be thought of as a vibration. Is it a
particular vibration and it flows everywhere?
SJ: Like the connection with Divine conscience.
RJ: Logos miss-translated – not ‘word’, ‘pattern’

RB: Which is why I like to think of it as vibration. Difficult because it is very high.

SF: Puzzle about Time and Trogoautoegocrat. Notion that there is no time at level of Sun
Absolute – only eternity, so why does it need to be banished. Creates process of involution and
evolution, multiplicity, introduces the ravages of time that was trying to banish. Think of Time
as the means things run down. Normal effects of time – decay, balanced by evolution. Had
eternity, so what was the problem?

RB: Have to be careful with words. Trying to deal with reality. Eternity, infinity – can’t show
me any. It is a manmade concept. Can invent mathematical formulae that don’t relate to reality.
Infinity no relation to reality. Ouspensky said real relationship is about 1:30,000 – equals 1:in‐
finity. To indicate difference in speed between H48, H24, H12. At a different level. In the
scheme of the universe created by the Work, no continuities. Everything happens in pieces and
no demonstration that there is any continuity anywhere. Human being takes pieces and threads
together to make movie – eagle wouldn’t see anything would see still shots, because its nervous
system works in a different way. So – what are you talking about with ‘eternity’ – a long piece
of time, OK, but not a piece of time that never stops. Can’t demonstrate.
RB: Nature of Trogoautoegocrat. Think about the body you occupy and what it is doing now.
None of it is static. Nothing is staying still. Slow moving, but everything is a process. Digesting
food now. If you run out of food because you fast, still be burning fat. If you ignore the possib‐
ility of turning these things off (breath, impressions) would run out of substances. Various sub‐
stances and they are moving up and down. You are a miniature Trogoautoegocrat and if any of
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the process stops, you die. Apply to the whole Universe – everything is circulating and things
are getting to the right place at the right time. Goes on for a lifetime and the Heropass confers
the lifetime.
PS: And it is a closed system

RB: There are three points where stuff can enter from outside. Only the Absolute does not have
that.
SJ: p126 “The duration of the process of the flow of Time is generally perceived and sensed in
the same way by all the aforementioned cosmic Individuals and by the already completely
formed what are called ‘instinctivized’ units but only with that difference which ensues from the
difference in the presences and states, at the given moment, of these cosmic arisings.
How are they instinctivized?

RB: Varies according to the state they are in. If you examine a human being and the skill is in
the instinctive centre, ability is dramatic. Any other aspect against instinctive centre is a moron.
You might be the brightest mind on the planet … if something should get a Nobel prize it is
the instinctive centre. Moving centre is impressive, but compared to instinctive centre … Invent
a machine – put food into it, breaks into small lipids, amino acids, monosaccharides … human‐
ity is millions of years from being able to do anything like that. Algamatant is the one – ex‐
traordinary ability to put right amount of substance in right place.
RB: Cholesterol – when the liver wants to clean out fat-producing process, uses contents of gall
bladder to deal with fats, creates large amounts of cholesterol. What our health system does is
gives drugs to stop. We have an extraordinary machine and mostly it takes care of itself and
mostly when it doesn’t it is our fault. Don’t bother with exercise and it will try to fix it. That’s
why Algamatant is an Angel. Some allegorical – Krentonalnian revolutions. Lurching move‐
ment. Not talking about well-behaved planets – lurching – more like our psyche. Reference to
the way we complete our revolutions around our sun.
RB: Samos and Selos.
SJ: Binary star system

RB: Don’t know whether they are common. When you go down to smaller level, similar size to
Jupiter – so is Jupiter a sun? If the criteria is that it gives out heat? Then Jupiter is a sun, by
that definition. Only ever found one in the middle and the rest orbiting. Samos – Sam means
‘I’ in Russian. Not been unable to unlock ‘selos’. Higher than I?
BP: Selos, like cellulose. Like having 2 hemispheres of a brain.

RB: Like having emotional heart – solar plexus and actual heart. Not sure what is being talked
about here.
PS: Diurnity? Not a real word. Close to diurnal
RB: Day and night. Allegory – consciousness?
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